
OPPORTUNITIES AND 
CHALLENGES8

The purpose of this market study is to identify what future development 
scenarios are feasible based on current and foreseeable market 
conditions. Specifically, the analysis focuses on the market potential for 
new housing, shops, restaurants, warehouses, offices, and manufacturing 
space, and how that supports the HUD Choice Neighborhood Initiative 
goals, which include creating a vibrant, mixed income community where 
residents have access to jobs and services.

With these goals in mind, the market study outlines the following 
opportunities and challenges that can help or hinder the neighborhood in 
reaching its full potential. These opportunities and challenges are reflective 
of the market analysts’ professional observations through the course of the 
project, and were initially presented to City staff in March 2017.
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 à Infrastructure improvements

 à Police Station

 y Public-private investments

 à Brooks Crossing mixed-use development project

 à Jefferson Brookville Apartments

 à Future office building with 100,000 square feet 
including STEM and Workforce Development

 y Shipyard expansion

 à Huntington Ingalls is investing $1 billion in 
infrastructure improvements onsite, implying long-
term commitment

 y Downtown investment

 à Apprentice School, Liberty Apartments, HomePort, and 
LIHTC housing redevelopment (Brennan Pointe, Noland 
Green)

 y Employment Growth

 à The shipyard is anticipating high turnover as older 
workers retire – estimated at 10,000 new hires 
(presumably younger) over the next 10 years

 y Connectivity to Downtown

 à 28th Street Corridor

 à Apprentice School and Brooks Crossing

 y The vacant former Dickerson Court/Harbor Homes site 
(~40 acres off I-664)

Opportunities
 y Strong sense of community and history

 à Professional African-American community

 à Industrial southern city; port city

 à Jefferson Avenue commercial corridor

 à Churches

 à Neighborhood identity

 y Access to Jobs

 à More than 30,000 existing jobs within one to two miles

 à These jobs are tied to their locations. Shipbuilding and 
fishing industries cannot relocate as they require the 
port and rail infrastructure

 y Access to the waterfront

 à King-Lincoln Park and Anderson Park and water views 
extending to Hampton City line

 y Homeownership

 à The neighborhood’s pockets of homeownership include 
moderate and middle income families, including 
Christopher Shores and the Housing Authority’s new 
construction activities around 27th Street east of 
Jefferson Avenue. 

 y City commitments

 à Strategic Plan for targeted investment along Jefferson 
Avenue in place

 à Comprehensive Plan in place to be updated with 
adopted Transformation Plan

Challenges
 y The misperception that the neighborhood has very high 

crime rates, despite it being on par with most other 
neighborhoods in the city. 

 y There is a significant concentration of older, subsidized 
housing which cover a large percentage of the built 
environment in the neighborhood. Based on GIS 
calculations, older, subsidized apartment buildings 
comprise close to 30% of the area. 

 y Limited number of market rate rental units

 à Almost all the apartments in the neighborhood are 
deeply subsidized. The few rental units that are not 
are generally found in smaller, older buildings, where 
going rents are 30% to 40% less than Fair Market Rent

 à The Interstate and railroad tracks act as a physical 

barrier with downtown, separating the neighborhood 
from the region’s job center.

 y Environmental issues

 à Coal dust from two coal terminal operations is carried 
over the Interstate, and has been shown to increase 
risks for asthma.iii 

 à Some areas along the waterfront are located within 
the 100-year floodplain.

 y There is a concentration of poverty which can limit 
potential for diverse incomes, particularly within the 
western portion of the neighborhood. 

 y Requires deep subsidy to finance new housing due to cost 
of building versus rents and home prices.
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Map 13: Opportunities
*Neighborhood Opportunities identified in the SWOT Analysis are shaded in green based on field surveys, stakeholder interviews and focus groups.

Source: Atria Planning LLC
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Map 14: Challenges
*Neighborhood Challenges identified in the SWOT Analysis are shaded in orange based on field surveys, stakeholder interviews and focus groups.

Source: Atria Planning LLC
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Map 15: Opportunities and Challenges
* Neighborhood Opportunities and Challenges identified in the SWOT Analysis are shaded in green and orange, respectively, based on field surveys, 
stakeholder interviews and focus groups.

Source: Atria Planning LLC
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